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6968F - Master Technician Kit

A large assortment of wiring accessories 
for HVAC/R and Appliance repair 
applications in a sturdy plastic organizer 
box.

The kit includes commonly used ring 
terminals, spade terminals, disconnect 
terminals, and butt connectors in vinyl and 
heat shrink. Also included are compressor 
leads, heat shrink tubing, adapter 
terminals, quick splices and test leads. It 
even includes a mini torch for heat shrink 
installation!

6966F - Technician Kit

An assortment of wiring accessories  for 
HVAC/R and Appliance repair applications 
in a sturdy plastic organizer box.  

This kit includes commonly used ring 
terminals, spade terminals, disconnect 
terminals, adapter/specialty terminals, and 
butt connectors. Also included are wire 
ties, compressor leads, twist connectors, 
and test leads. 

See jttproducts.com for more information

1200+
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650+
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6936F - Ultimate Installer Box

Ultimate Installer Box has over 2,600 pieces, nearly every commonly 
used wiring accessory is in one easy to use, easy to access 
box.Our durable box uses Infinite Divider System organizer 
drawers for unlimited customization. The drawers are set 
up at the factory and ready to go. But, if you decide down 
the road you want to reorganize a little, you have infinite 
adjustability. Not only can you move the dividers anywhere 
within each row, but we also supply the case with extra 
dividers so you can customize the drawers as you see fit.

6963F - Weather Pack Kit

All the components needed to make two through four cavity weather 
pack connections. A great way to ensure you have all the parts needed 
to repair any weather pack application.

See jttproducts.com for more information

2600

PIECES
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6965F - Deutsch DT Kit

The 6965F Deutsch Style Amphenol AT Kit has all the essential 
components needed to make a complete sealed connections.

Compatible with Deutsch DT and Amphenol AT connectors. 16-18GA 
terminals.

Uses Open Barrel type terminals, use with common open barrel tools 
like our 5000F

6990F - Pro Vinyl Terminal Kit

2200 pieces of common vinyle electrical terminals in a 24 compartment 
lockable metal case.
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6979F - Grommet Kit

The 6979F Grommet Assortment kit includes 9 different sizes of rubber 
grommets to ensure you have the sizes you need for your next wiring 
project. 

See jttproducts.com for more information
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6981F - Wire Clamp/Clip Kit

Features 65 pieces. It includes a wide variety of wire organization and 
routing clips. Insulated cable clamps in 9 different sizes and all three 
sizes of steel frame clips. This kit will ensure you have what you need 
for your next wire routing project.

6980F - Vinyl Cap Asst Kit

The 6980F Vinyl Cap Assortment Kit features 7 different sizes of vinyl 
caps in 5 colors. These can be used to protect threads for shipping or 
during painting, or to keep rod ends from scratching other surfaces. 

Wire Rack Bundles

The easy way to outfit a shop or garage with a great selection 
of wire. 

Assembly Required. Ships in multiple boxes.
Rack contains four rods and can be used to store and organize 
spools of wire of varying sizes up to 10” in diameter Cold-rolled 
steel resists corrosion and has a higher strength-to-weight 
ratio than hot-formed steel Gray powder-coated finish resists 
scratches, chipping, fading, and other wear
Ruled decal allows wire to be measured and cut to the desired 
length

Measures 37-1/8 x 26-1/8 x 6 inches (H x W x D); each rod 
measures 5/8” in diameter

8000WR - Rack and 20 spools of wire
8001WR - Rack and 27 spools of wire
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Fuse Kits

Fuse Kits are available for ATC, Mini, Micro2, 
Maxi and Indicator fuses.

Heat Shrink Tubing Assortment Kits

Heat Shrink tubing kits are available for a 
variety of sizes and colors. 
6970F - Black Heat Shrink Kit, 31 pcs
6971F - Rainbow Heat Shrink Kit, 161 pcs
6972F - Black Heat Shrink Kit, 161 pcs
6974F - Rainbow Heat Shrink Kit, 106 pcs


